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Overview
• Axion electron coupling
• Detection principle with electron spin resonance
• Experimental challenges: current R&D

Interaction of DFSZ axion and electron spin
• The interaction of the axion with a spin ½ particle
me
gp ≅
cos 2 β
3 fa
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• DFSZ axion model coupling with non relativistic (v/c << 1 ) electron equation of motion
reduces to

The interaction term has the form of a spin - magnetic field interaction
with
playing the role of an oscillating effective magnetic field

H int
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= −2 µ Bσ ⋅ ⎢ ∇a ⎥
⎣ 2e
⎦
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Ba =
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2e

-- Frequency of the effective magnetic field proportional to axion energy
-- Amplitude of the effective magnetic field proportional to axion density
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The axion wind
• Due to the motion of the solar system in the galaxy, the axion DM cloud acts as
an effective RF magnetic field on electron spin
• This field excites magnetic transition in a magnetized sample (Larmor frequency)
and produces a detectable signal
• The interaction with axion field produces a variation of magnetization which is
in principle measurable

Idea comes from several old works:
•
•
•
•

L.M. Krauss, J. Moody, F. Wilczeck, D.E. Morris, ”Spin coupled axion detections”, HUTP-85/A006 (1985)
R. Barbieri, M. Cerdonio, G. Fiorentini, S. Vitale, Phys. Lett. B 226, 357 (1989)
F. Caspers, Y. Semertzidis, “Ferri-magnetic resonance, magnetostatic waves and open resonators for axion detection”,
Workshop on Cosmic Axions, World Scientific Pub. Co., Singapore, p. 173 (1990)
A.I. Kakhizde, I. V. Kolokolov, Sov. Phys. JETP 72 598 (1991)
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The axion effective magnetic field
•

R. Barbieri et al., Searching for galactic axions through magnetized media: The QUAX proposal
Phys. Dark Univ. 15, 135 - 141 (2017)

The effective magnetic
field associated with
the axion wind

g p ⎛ na h ⎞
Ba = ⎜
2e ⎝ ma c ⎟⎠

1/2

ma v E

na – axion density
vE – Earth velocity

Coherence time
Correlation length
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Detection strategy: Electron Spin Resonance
Electron spin resonance (ESR) arises when energy levels of a quantized system of electronic
moments are Zeeman split (the magnetic system is placed in a uniform magnetic field B0) and
the system absorbs (emits) EM radiation (in the microwave range) at the Larmor frequency νL of
B0
the ferromagnetic resonance.
⎛ B1 cos(ω t)
⎜
B = ⎜ B1 sin(ω t)
⎜
B0
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

νL = γ B0
M

γ = 28 GHz / T

1.7 T -> νL = 48 GHz

B0 along z axis (normal to the figure)
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This system is described by a set of coupled non-linear
equations due to Bloch.
They describe the evolution of the magnetization vector M

TEM102 Resonant Cavity
0

An experimental geometry with crossed field is needed:
• B0 along the z direction, defines the Larmor resonance
• RF field B1 in the x-y plane to excite the EPR transition

B1
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The Bloch equations
The evolution of the electron spin (spin precession) under the influence of external
fields is described by a set of coupled non-linear equations due to Bloch, modified to
take into account radiation damping (Magnetizing field B0 along z-axis, driving rf
field B1 in the x-y plane)
• Spin-lattice relaxation time τ1:
establish energetic equilibrium of Mz.
• Spin-spin relaxation time τ2 < τ1:
H1 forces Mx My to rotate and t2 sets
equilibrium
• Radiation damping τr:
describes interaction with environment

M is the magnetization density (# ∝ !% )
For example, in a paramagnet

M = !% '( tanh['( .% /0( 1]

At low temperature T < 1 K
t1 ~ 10-6 to 10 s
t2 ~ 10-9 to 0.1 s
depends on spin density
!0 – spin density
µB – Bohr magneton
T – sample temperature
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Axion mediated rf emission
The axion wind can mimic the transverse rf magnetic field B1 inducing a variable
magnetization component in the magnetic sample in the x-y plane

On resonance

τmin is the shortest coherence time among:
• axion wind coherence τ a
• magnetic material relaxation time τ2
• radiation damping τr
ns – material spin density
µB – Bohr magneton
A volume Vs of magnetized material will absorb energy from the axion wind at a rate

that will be re-emitted as electromagnetic radiation and possibly detected 7

Radiation damping
Radiation damping describes two additional loss mechanisms in magnetized sample
at the Larmor frequency νL:
1) the interaction of the magnetized sample
with the driving circuit

τ R ≈ (2πξ γ M 0Q)−1

2) the emission of radiation (magnetic dipole)

λL3
τR ≈
γ µ0 M 0V

ξ -> filling factor: geometrical coupling between driving circuit and magnetized sample
Q -> quality factor: accounting for dissipations of rf coils of driving circuit (or rf cavity)
λL -> rf wavelength (c/nL)
V -> sample volume
M0 -> static magnetization (proportional to the spin density ns)

For frequencies above 10 GHz and large magnetization M0, the only relevant radiation
damping is the emission of em radiation.

In free space

τr << (τ2, τ

a)

thus limiting the expected signal!8

Coupling to microwave cavity
• To avoid radiation damping we place
the magnetized material inside a
microwave cavity
Resonant cavity
ωc, τc, Vc

• When the spin resonance (Kittel
mode) equals cavity resonance the
system hybridizes

YIG sphere
(Ferrimagnet)
ωL = γ B0 , τ2, Vs

S21

ωc
ωL
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Strong coupling regime
Strong coupling regime: two separate resonances

Radiation damping effects
eliminated

1/2
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Width is the average
between cavity and
material relaxation time

Line width <->
relaxation time <->
Q factor
1
Δ4 = 26Δ7 =
9

gm = γ µ0 !ω m nSVS / Vc

Coupling depends on
number of spins

Δ4 Δ7
:=
=
4
7
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Expected signal
Expected signal with relevant experimental parameters
With magnetizing field
Working @ ma = 200 µeV
B0 = 1.7 T => 48 GHz

Such low power level out of
reach of linear amplifiers

Single photon
microwave detection

To be developed

See discussion in S.K. Lamoreaux et al., Phys. Rev. D 88 (2013) 035020.

The corresponding
signal photon rate
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A plus: directionality

Vega

Due to Earth rotation, the direction of
the static magnetic field B0
changes with respect to the direction
of the axion wind (Vega in Cygnus)
e.g. QUAX located @Legnaro (PD)
B0 in the local horizontal plane and oriented N-S
(the local meridian)
1.

0.6

FHtL

Strong modulation (up to 100%)!
Not due to seasonal or Earth rotation
Doppler effect (few %) but to relative
direction change
of axion gradient and magnetic field
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Backgrounds
• In the absence of technical noises, thermal photons are the only background with rate Rt
tm = 4 hours
SNR = 3

tm – measurement time
η – detector efficiency

Working temperature
T < 116 mK

With a useful bandwidth of about 150 kHz

One has to demonstrate that this is the only relevant noise and that the idea is
correct and scalable to the requested size and parameters

This is the scope of the QUAX R&D program
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Experimental challenges
• Magnetic material

• Microwave cavity

• Magnetizing field

• Microwave receiver
• Complete apparatus

Ø Spin density 2 x 1028 / m3
Ø Ferromagnetic linewidth (=1 / 2 π τ2) of about 150 kHz (τ2 ~ µs)
Ø Total volume about 100 cm3
Ø Q factor of the order of 106
Ø To be operated in a static magnetic field
Ø Must house a 100 cm3 magnetic sample (use replicas?)

Ø Up to 2 T magnetic source
Ø High uniformity and high stability – at the ppm level

Ø Single photon counter
Ø Working temperature around 100 mK
Ø Noise budget limited to thermal background
Ø Frequency tunability
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Work in progress
We are working on almost all these points to address the feasibility of the experiment
Cryogenic
system #1 in

Legnaro

Cryogenic system #2 in Legnaro
Superconducting magnet

External
magnetic
source

Cryogenic system in Frascati

Superconducting magnet

All present systems works with LHe
A dilution refrigerator is on the way
During R&D we are working in the
10 – 15 GHz range
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Magnetic material
Material

Spin density

M0

YIG

2.1 x 1028 [1/m3]

1.4 105

A/m

τ1

τ2

Size

0.16 µs

0.16 µs

Spheres
1 mm, 2 mm and 3 mm
diameter

All values at room temperature
YIG – Yttrium Iron Garnet is a ferrimagnetic synthetic garnet with chemical composition Y3Fe5O12.

Its ferromagnetic linewidth ( = 1 / 2 π τ2) depends on temperature, sample purity and geometry
(highly polished spheres)
Typical application: rf filters and synth

3 mm
1 mm

High purity YIG:
rare earth content below 1 ppm
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Magnetic material: volume issue
A possible idea to
increase volume is to
have several YIG spheres
Test with 3 identical
spheres in a cavity

The wavelength for this frequency is 21.4
mm, the YIG spheres are placed in the
middle and 8 mm from the end faces, so
the separation between the outermost
spheres is 34 mm. The cavity is placed
inside a homogeneous static magnetic
field parallel to the cavity main axis.

No effect on the linewidth
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Signal issues: volume, materials, number of spins, <=
• Can we build a long cylinder and have a small
linewidth?
- Demagnetization issue
- RF homogeneity
• We have realized a long BDPA sample to test inside
a 14 GHz cavity.
• Worsening of linewidth of standard YIG at low
temperature (8-10 MHz) à due to rare earth
contamination
• Line width of high purity YIG measured @ 4 K à
about 1 MHz
• We are checking other materials: BDPA, K3CrO8
(paramagnets), Lithium ferrite (Ferrimagnet, spin
density 4 x 1028 /m3)
• Problems with the procurement of high quality YIG

Produce YIG spheres by our own
18

Microwave cavity: geometry
Basic geometry: cylindrical cavity working in the TMXX0 mode
• Simple design
• RF field uniform along the longitudinal coordinate
TMXX0
• Resonance frequency fixed by the radius of the cell
x
RF Bcav
TM110
j
r
y

Bext
L

DC Bext

z
a
H

E

To increase the volume of the cavity (for YIG
or other material insertion) we have to
increase the cavity length. This does not
change the resonance frequency.

This increases the number of nearest modes
(hybridization can couple different modes?)

Cylindrical geometry produces mode
degeneracy for the chosen mode

Solved by employing structure cuts
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Microwave cavity: degeneracy removal
By placing a symmetric cut (left – right) it is possible to remove the mode degeneracy while
keeping all the other modes well separated in frequency.
Mode resonance frequencies

Degenerate mode
Working mode

cut

cut

Simulations for a cavity with diameter 26 mm
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Microwave cavity: composition to work in high magnetic field
NC: Copper

PROS

arbitrary H fields can be
applied
H
field
(DC)
penetrate inside
cavity volume
Low
cost,
fabrication
welding,…)

can
the

CONS

Low quality factor even at
cryogenic temperatures (68x104 because of the
anomalous skin depth effect)

PROS
High quality factor
~106
(to
be
measured at 15
GHz)

CONS

H fields below Hc2 can be applied.
Q-factor deterioration when H
field are applied (between Hc1 and
Hc2)
(no
model
for
Rs,
measurements to be done,
preliminary results on Nb).
external H field can, in principle,
penetrate inside the cavity volume
but measurements of the field
penetration and uniformity have
to be done (different regimes ZFC
and FC can be explored).

simple
(brazing,

POSSIBLE
SOLUTIONS
Cut on the cavity wall to
interrupt surface DC currents
that obstacle the penetration
of the H field into the cavity
(measurements to be done)

SC: Nb Ti

Bext

Two copper plates
to
allow
penetration of the
H field

Bext
Courtesy D. Alesini
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Microwave cavity: measurements
Cavity design for 14 GHz
resonance frequency

Courtesy S. Gallo

Copper cavity
T = 300 K

T = 4.2 K

Q0 = 1.8*10^4

Q0 = 5.4*10^4

fc = 13.999 GHz

Diameter = 26.1 mm
Length = 50.3 mm

fc = 14.045 GHz

Short Niobium cavity with cut along
the side wall

T = 300K

fc = 13.964 GHz

Q = 5.0*10^3

Niobium cavity

0

T = 300K

fc = 13.957 GHz

Q = 4.2*10^3
0

T = 4.2K

fc = 13.960 GHz

Q = 5.0*10^5
0

T = 4.2K

fc = 13.934 GHz

Q = 6.9*10^5
0

• Measurements of the effect of the external
magnetic field are going on
• We have to check the inside magnetic field 22

Microwave cavity: composition to work in high magnetic field
Copper cavity with conical end-caps
Two halves kept separated by lower conductivity material
NbTi sputtering in central cylinder

Preliminary measurements: Q factor 150 000 @ 4 K For the TM110 – 14 GHz mode with no
external magnetic field. Small degradation of Q with a 0.5 T field along axis.
Field penetration OK. Field homogeneity still to be checked.
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Static Magnetic field: homogeneity
A uniform magnetic field is important in many different experimental situations.
The degree of required uniformity depends on the kind of experiment. It can be as good as 0.1 ppm for high
resolution NMR spectroscopy.
In our experiment we need an homongeneity at the ppm level to avoid inhomogeneous line broadening of
the Larmor resonance over the sample volume.
The simplest strategy to obtain an uniform field is the superimposition of the magnetic field generated by
three coils: two of them act as an Helmholtz coil system and one as a main field generator.

Courtesy U. Gambardella
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Static Magnetic field: current magnet
Other solution: increase ratio length /
radius
Homogeneity depends on cost
20 ppm solution from private company
Superconducting coil NbTi

The current magnet can work up to 4 T
Magnetic field 1 T for 25 A
25

Microwave receiver
• The request for the final apparatus is to use a microwave quantum counter. World wide
researches are under way in this direction outside our collaboration. We hope we can profit
of this, in the meantime we are investigating the various possibilities.

• All our tests for the moment are conducted
with a low noise linear amplifier
HEMT
High Electron
Mobility
Transistor

@ 14 GHz
@5K
Tn = 4 K
26

The complete apparatus: noise sources
• We identified 3 main noise sources
1.

Fluctuations in magnetization due to relaxation processes in materials
We estimate this noise to be well below our signal (about 3 orders of
magnitude)

2.

Thermal photons (normal or hybridized modes in a rf cavity)
As shown before, working temperature must be T < 110 mK
We have to verify that the noise level of the hybridized system is equal to
the one of the microwave cavity with no magnetic field

3.

a) If linear detection: additive and back-action noises of the rf amplifier

3.

b) If quantum counter: dark count rate

Real noise level must be experimentally measured
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Prototype set-up vers. 0.1
Room temperature
magnet
Rectangular cavity

5.5; 7; 10.9 GHz resonant cavities
1 YIG sphere 2 mm diameter
100 kHz low frequency ADC
A1 – low cost cryogenic amplifier
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The complete apparatus: preliminary measurements
•

A critically coupled microwave cavity
outputs a peak noise level equal to a
50 Ohm load

Thermal noise @ 300 K, RBW = 100 KHz
Total gain about 66 dB

Pth = kb T RBW
RBW – resolution bandwidth
kb – Boltzmann constant

•

We measured the noise output of a
cavity-YIG hybrid system and compare
it to the 50 ohm noise level and to the
empty cavity

•

No extra noise is present when the
magnetic material is coupled to the
cavity

To increase SNR the first amplifier is put
inside LN2
29

The complete apparatus: preliminary measurements 2
At Liquid Helium there is a matching problem
between cavity and amplifier. Now on a
separate apparatus we are studying how to
optimize it.
Preliminary results are shown with
background subtraction

Thermal noise @ 5 K, RBW = 1.8 MHz

80
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60

A2

spectrum
analyser
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20

30
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CRYOSTAT @ 4.2 K
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Improved set-up
• Cylindrical cavity 7> = 14 GHz (26 mm
diameter, 50 mm length)
• 5 spheres of GaYIG – 1 mm diameter –
spin density 2.1 × 10BC 1/m3
(measured from coupling/mode
separation)
• HEMT amplifier – system noise
temperature 9K
• High-precision and stability current
generator (up to 20 A ± 0.3 mA)

System transmission spectrum
Hybridization @ 0.5 T magnetizing field

• Highly uniform magnetic field (tens of
ppm) with superconducting magnet (0.5 T
field with 12.5 A)
• Fast ADC for data taking (2 Ms/s) – 16 bit
31

Improved set-up
Resonant cavity with 5 GaYIG
spheres inside

Detection chain
Low frequency
I

ADC

A3I

Q

A3Q

output
LO

SO

input
A2

+

-20

heater

A1
T

T

RJ

GaYIG holders
SC magnet
Cavity
Vacuum vessel
Electronics

sphere

GaYIG
T

HTE – high temp electronics
LTE – low temp electronics
SO – source generator

MW cavity

Spheres are free to rotate for
correct alignment (easy axis || B)

Magnetic field
T = 4K
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Improved set-up: measurements
• Several 2-3 hours runs performed in ’axion
search mode’

Signal down conversion scheme

• System noise temperature Tn and gain G
measured for each run
• Hybrid cavity transmission measured to
obtain mode resonance frequency DEF and
characteristic time 9EF
• Reference signal input inserted @ about DE
• Down converted data (I and Q channel),
with mixer frequency set to DE − 0.5 MHz,
acquired with fast ADC

Stability of the reference peak during single run

• Data record 5 s long stored for off line
analysis
33

Improved set-up: first results
Typical gain and noise T

Measured power level @ cavity output

• G 107 dB
• Tn 9 ÷ 11 K
Down converted data records
Fourier transformed and RMS
averaged
Final spectrum rebinned with
7.8 kHz resolution bandwidth
(axion bandwidth)
Look for single bins out of
the ‘flat’ noise
Noise is not ‘flat’ due to ADC
non linear gain

Typical 2.3 hours run
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Improved set-up: noise levels
Analysing the residuals:
< J > = −4.6 × 10MBN W

OP = 2.2 × 10MBB W

The standard deviation is compatible with the value coming from Dicke radiometer equation,
that sets the maximum sensitivity for a thermal limited power measurement with integration
time Q

This values can then be converted in equivalent magnetic field

The magnetic field is directly related to the axion coupling. We have seen that sensitivity scales
exactly with t1/4 as expected up to 6 hours. Longer integration time on a single frequency is then
not effective. Scanning must be employed to search for larger parameter space.
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Small frequency tuning
In order to scan different mass values, a frequency tuning of the system must be present
With the QUAX apparatus this can be easily achieved by changing the magnetizing field.
B Field scan

The minimum separation of the peaks is

gm = γ µ0 !ω m nSVS / Vc

Frequency
scan

0.20

0.15

0.10

0.05

1 mT difference
6.50× 1010

6.55× 1010

6.60× 1010

6.65× 1010

6.70× 1010

Check coupling with material
36

Current sensitivity (preliminary)
Residual power sensitivity can be
recast directly into axion coupling,
taking also into account the mode
Lorentzian shape

The mass is fixed by the frequency

This is the first limit in the parameter space {RS , USVV } obtained from an experiment searching
for axions as the main Dark Matter component (Haloscope)
Limit is still poor but:
• Material volume
• System total noise temp.
• Relaxation time

This results
2.6 mm3
15 K
0.1 ms

QUAX R&D (2019)
42 mm3
0.5 K
0.3 ms

QUAX (Expected)
10^5 mm3
counter (Teff <1 mK)
2 ms
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The R&D phase of the project will last 1-2 more years. If the goals are reached the
building of the final apparatus will start.
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Thank you
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